AA100 FLY FAN (non-heated air curtain)

The AA100 can be mounted above any flush-mount window.

QUIET / CLEAN FOR OPERATORS

Specifically designed to be an integral part of your drive thru operation by providing a barrier against insects, dust and exhaust fumes, while increasing energy efficiency by reducing air conditioning losses.

Air flows on the outside of the window so the sound does not interfere with order-taking or teammate communication.

Satisfies health department requirements for a fly fan.

SIZE

22” wide x 11 3/4”high x 13”deep

STANDARD FEATURES:

◊ Fully assembled and ready to install
◊ Dark Bronze or Clear Anodized Aluminum
◊ 600 FPM Air Velocity
◊ One year parts & labor limited warranty
◊ On-staff tech support / stocked parts / nationwide network of service providers.

OPTIONAL FEATURES

◊ Powder Coat Paint—Tiger Drylac
◊ Switch to integrate fly fan with operation of window—air flows when window opens and turns off when it closes.
  ● Switch for Fully Electric or MOER window
  ● Switch for Self Close Windows R/L or L/R from outside view
◊ Transom to house fly fan—see window cut sheets for detail
AA100 is shipped completely pre-assembled and ready to install.

Installation / Owners manual can be retrieved online:
www.ready-access.com

◊ Installation illustrations are for reference only. Construction conditions and local codes prevail.

◊ Must be installed level, square and plumb.

◊ Mounts above service opening of any flush mount window. Transoms may be ordered with Ready Access windows or provided by storefront contractor.

◊ Must be accessible from the interior and exterior of building.

ELECTRIC REQUIREMENTS FOR AA100
Run power to center of window above the header
15 AMP 104/120 V Single Phase
60Hz
Dedicated Circuit

DIMENSIONS WHEN USED WITH POPULAR READY ACCESS WINDOWS

BI-PARTING WINDOW
TRANSOM FOR AA100 FLY FAN
SERVICE OPENING ADJUSTABLE FROM 18” to 12” TO MEET CA RESTRICTED OPENING REQUIREMENTS

SINGLE PANEL SLIDER
TRANSOM FOR AA100 FLY FAN
STANDARD SERVICE OPENING

WEST COAST SINGLE PANEL SLIDER
TRANSOM FOR AA100 FLY FAN
RESTRICTED SERVICE OPENING
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